Naturally occurring leukemia viruses in H-2 congenic C57BL mice. III. Characterization of C-type viruses isolated from lymphomas induced by milk transmission of B-ecotropic virus.
The prevalence of different host-range classes of murine leukemia virus (MuLV) was studied in C57BL mice with (V+) and without (V-) milk transmission of a naturally occurring B-tropic ecotropic MuLV. Virus isolates were studied with respect to growth properties, XC-plaque formation, antigen profiles of their envelope proteins (gp70 and P15(E)), gp70 tryptic-peptide maps, and their potential to induce lymphomas after inoculation into newborn mice. B-tropic ecotropic MuLV with the capacity to cause plaques in XC cells was isolated from almost all lymphomas of both V+ and V- sublines. The reaction patterns of these ecotropic isolates with monoclonal antibodies reactive with MuLV-env proteins and the tryptic-peptide maps of the gp70 molecule indicate that they are similar to each other and differ only slightly from the ecotropic MuLV in the spleens of young V+ animals, which is identical to the milk-transmitted virus. XC-, B-tropic dualtropic mink cell focus-inducing (MCF) viruses were isolated from the majority of different types of lymphoma (B cell, T cell, or neither B nor T cell derived), but not from the spleens or milk of young V+ or V- animals. The env proteins of the MCF isolates are highly heterogeneous, but most isolates originating from B10.AV + T-cell lymphomas share MCF-related epitopes in their gp85 envelope precursor with AKR MCF-247 virus. Most MCF viruses isolated from non-T lymphomas do not possess these epitopes. The results indicate that also in this model the generation of dualtropic MCF viruses might be important in lymphoma induction, although only some of the cloned MCF viruses show enhanced oncogenic properties in comparison with ecotropic isolates. A cloned oncogenic MCF virus induced different lymphoma types in C57BL/10 (= B10, H-2b) and B10.A (H-2a) mice, similar to what was found earlier with the milk-transmitted virus. Hence, the lymphoma-type differences are not due to differences in the B-tropic ecotropic viruses transmitted through the milk in these strains, but reflect an influence of the H-2 complex on the phenotype of the virus-induced lymphomas.